WENDY ELLIN

Wendy Ellin is a Workplace Productivity Consultant, International Speaker, &
#1 Bestselling Author of Working From Home...How's That Working For
You? Her insights into living an organized life are shared in her
presentations with irreverence, humor, and a level of passion that motivates
her audience to TAKE IMMEDIATE ACTION!
Wendy talks about real life challenges that we all experience such as email
overload, being on time (or not), reasonable expectations for getting things
done, and much more. It is from Wendy's 20 plus years in the corporate
arena that she drew from her own successes by working smart, not hard that inspired her to develop the tools and techniques for increasing work
place productivity, and ultimately a renewed sense of peace of mind.
Whether you work in an office, are part of the "new normal" of working from
home, or a combination of the two, it's not what you do, who you do it for, or
where you do it...it's HOW you operate in your workplace environment that's
the game-changer. When you're ready to learn how to set yourself up for
success every day versus defeat, Wendy's ready to show you how. And
that's when the real productivity magic happens.
Wendy has most recently launched Wendy Ellin's 3P Corporate Academy, a
learning journey built on a community-based platform that invites
organizations to move from a culture of overwhelm to one that fuels radical
productivity, sustainable performance, and peace of mind. That's when you
can ensure engagement, focus and job satisfaction corporate wide.
Wendy has an extensive list of organizations she's spoken for and worked
with including The Coca-Cola Company, Cox Broadcasting &
Communications, American Cancer Society, Autotrader.com, iheart Radio,
Daiichi Sanyko, PriceWaterhouseCoopers, Tenneco, Southern Company,
UCB Pharmaceuticals, and more. She has been featured in Real Simple
Magazine, The Wall Street Journal, ABC TV, NPR Radio, The Atlanta JournalConstitution, as well as several podcasts and online interviews.
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My name is Tim Phillips and I am a recovering piler.
Before being introduced to Wendy’s system, my desk,
floor and file walls were a mass of piles. Though I am
now in-house counsel with the American Cancer Society,
my pilin' ways were developed while I was in private
practice as a tax attorney at a major law firm. Sure, if
you had asked me, I would have told you that I knew
exactly where everything was (only it would take a half
an hour to locate any particular item). When I was
offered the opportunity to attend the seminar, I was
admittedly skeptical. Was this going to be some sort of
drill on "to do" lists, or worse, a lecture on time
management? Well, I'm on the other side now. There is
currently one folder on my desk, I know exactly what
tasks I need to perform today and I have a system for
tracking those that have to wait. I am on time, really. I feel
more productive because I am more productive, and I am
getting more done is less time. Sound too good to be true?
It isn't. Sure, you have to work at it, but once you make
the commitment, you'll find that your work life just flows
better. I have been pile free for 10 years.
-- Tim Phillips, General Counsel, American Cancer
Society

Wendy’s presentation was phenomenal! She is smart,
funny, and very practical. I came away with simple,
highly effective, and easily implementable tools that
helped me organize both my personal and professional
life. Using Wendy’s systems has increased my focus,
assisted in setting priorities, helped me manage my time
better, allowed me to give more realistic and manageable
timelines for client deliverables, and eliminated the stress
associated with worrying that little things – like getting
all my CLE credits in on time – will be done. Her tools
have increased my accountability to myself and my
clients which has greatly reduced my stress levels and
increased my productivity. The first month after
attending Wendy’s presentation, I managed to create
more time in my schedule which allowed me to take on
more legal work and increase my billable hours!
Fantastic!
-- Sara B. Alyea, Esq., Litigation, New York, N.Y.
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FROM CHAOS TO CLARITY: HOW TO MASTER HOW
YOU WORK, NO MATTER WHERE YOU WORK!
Long before Covid occurred, most busy professionals found themselves
swimming in the chaos of overwhelm and disorganization. Now that this
"work from home" model actually is the "new normal", the game has
changed for good. More interruptions, more distractions, no line between
work and play, no space to call our "workplace", simultaneous parenting
and working, and the list goes on.
In this presentation, Wendy will show you how to:
Create a winning morning ritual that supports productivity,
performance and peace of mind
Set realistic boundaries around your time
Focus and prioritize every day
Get real work done and have time to enjoy your life

HOW TO DO A FULL DAY'S WORK IN 90 MINUTES!
Are you ready to reap the benefits of applying the 80/20 principle to your
work day? Wendy Ellin, 2-decade productivity expert will show you how to
transform the way you work so that you:
Have more time in your day to do what you want
Eliminate stress about how you operate in your workplace
Be able to get REAL work done in just 90 minutes
Just think how much more money you can make, more freedom you can
have, and more joy you can get from never working hard again. Because
when it comes to actions and results, a theory that began in1906 is bound
to be a sure bet!

IS THE WAY YOU'RE WORKING REALLY WORKING?
Do you spend more time handling interruptions and/or looking for things
all day than you do actually doing your work? I get it, because that's what
my clients over the past 21 years are challenged with. They find
themselves more defeated and depleted at the end of the day, when they
could have ended their work day with a feeling of success and
accomplishment.
Wendy is committed to sharing how you can:
Create a daily morning routine that sets yourself up for productivity
success
Has you totally focused on the work that really matters
Handles interruptions with confidence and ease
How to make these new habits stick long term
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